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Domain 1: Planning and Preparation
Component
la: Demonstrating Knowledge
of Content and Pedagogy

Unsatisfactory

Basi

Proficient

Distinguished

In planning and practice, the teacher makes content
errors or does not correct errors made by stud ents. The
teacher displays little understanding of prerequisite
knowledge important to student learning of the content.
The teacher displays little or no understanding of the
range of pedagogical approaches suitable to student
learning of the content.

The teacher is familiar with the important concepts
in the disci pline but displays a lack of awareness of
how these concepts reJate to one another. The teacher
indicates some awareness of prerequisite learning,
although such knowledge may be inaccurate or
incomplete. The teacher's plans and practice reflect
a limited range of pedagogical app roaches lo the
di scipline or to the students.

The teacher displays solid knowledge of the important
concepts in the discipline and how these relate to
understanding of prerequisi te rela ti onships among
topks. The teacher's plans and practice refl ect fam iliarity
with a wide range of effective pedagogical approaches in
the subject.

teacher demonstrates understanding of prerequisite

lb: Demonstrating Knowledge
of Students

1he teacher displays minimal understanding of how
students learn- and little knowledge of their varied
approaches to learning, knowledge and skills, special
needs, and inte rests and cultural heritages-and does
not indicate that such knowledge is valuable.

The teacher displays generally accurate knowledge
of how students learn and of their varied approaches
to learning, knowledge and skills, special needs, and
interests and cultural heritages, yet may apply this
knowledge not to individual students but to the class as
a whole.

The teacher understands the active nature of student
learning and attains information about levels of
development for groups of students. The teacher also
purposefully acquires knowledge from several sources
about groups of students' varied approaches to learning,
knowledge and skills, special needs, and interests and
cultural herita~es.

The teacher understa nds the active nature of student
learning and acquires information about levels of
development for individual students. The teacher
also systematically acquires k.nowled~e from seve ral
sou rces about individual st udents· varied approaches
lo learning, knowledge and skills, special needs, and
interests and cultural heritages.

le: Setting
Instructional Outcomes

1he outcomes represent low expec tations for students
and lack of rigor, and not all of these outcomes reflect
important learning in the discipline. They are stated as
student activities, rather than as outcomes for learning.
Outcomes reflect only one type of learni ng and only
one discipline or strand and are suitable for only some
students.

Outcomes represent moderately high expectations and
rigor. Some reflect important learning in the discipline
and consist of a combination of outcomes and activities.
Outcomes reflect several types of learning, but teacher
has made no effort at coordinati on or integration.
Outcomes, based on global assessments of student
learning, are suitable for most of the students in the
class.

Most outcomes represent rigorous and important
learning in the discipline and are clear, are written in the
form of student learning, and suggest viable method s
of assessment. Outcomes reflect several different types
of learning and opportunities for coordinat ion, and
they are differentiated, in whatever way is needed, for
different groups of students.

All outcomes represent high -level learning in the
discipline. They are clear, are written in the form
of student learning. and permit viable methods
of assessment. Outcomes reflect several different
types oflearning and, where appropri ate, represent
both coordination and integration. Outcomes are
differentiated, in whatever way is needed, for individual
stude nts.

Id: Demonstrating Knowledge
of Resources

The teacher is unaware of resources to assist student
learning beyond materials provided by the school
or district, nor is the teacher aware of resources for
expanding one's own professional skill.

The teacher displays some awareness of resources
beyond those provided by the school or district for
class room use and for extending one's professional skill
but does not seek to expand this knowledge.

The teacher di splays awareness of resources beyond
th ose provided by the school or district , including those
on the Internet, for classroom use and for extending
one's professional skill, and seeks out such resources.

The teacher's knowledge of resources for classroom use
and for extending o ne's professional ski11 is extensive,
including those available through the school or district,
in the co mmunity, through professional organizations
and universities, and on the In ternet.

le: Designing
Coherent
Instruction

Learning activities are poorly aligned with th e
instructional outcomes, do not follow an organized
progression , are not designed to engage students in
active intellectual activity, and have unrealistic time
allocations. Instr uction al groups are not suitable to the
activities and offer no variety.

Some of the learning activities and materials arc aligned
with the instructional outcomes and represent moderate
cognitive challenge, but with no differentiation for
different stud ents. Instructional groups partially support
the activities, with some variety. The lesson or unit has a
recognizable structure; but the progression of activities
is uneven, with only some reasonable time allocations.

Most of the learning activities arc aligned with the
instru ctional outcomes and follow an organized
progression suitable to groups o f students. The learning
activities have reasonable time allocations; they
represent significant cognitive cha ll enge, with some
differentiation for different groups of st udents and
varied use of instructional groups.

TI1c sequence of learning activities folJow~ a coherent
sequence, is aligned to inst ructional goals, and is
designed to engage students in high -level cognitive
activity. These are appropriately differentiated for
individual learners. Instructional groups are varied
appropriately, with some opportunity for student choice.

If: Designing
Student
Assessments

Assessment procedures are not congruent with
instructional outcomes and lack criteria by which
student performance will be assessed. The teacher has
no plan to incorporate formative assessment in the
lesson or unit.

Assessment procedures are partially congruent with
instructional outcomes. Assessment criteria and
standards have been developed, but they are not dear.
The teacher's approach to using formative assessment is
rudimentary, including o nly ,ome of the instructional
outcomes.

All the instructional outcomes may be assessed by the
proposed assessment plan; assessment methodologies
may have been adapted for groups of students.
Assessment criteria and sta ndards are clear. The teacher
has a well-developed strat egy for using formative
assessment and has designed particular approaches to
be used.

All the instructional outcomes may be assessed by
the proposed assessment plan, with clear criteria for
assessing student work. The plan contains evidence of
student contribution to its development. Assessment
methodologies have been adapted for individual
students as the need has arisen. The appro ach to usi ng
fo rmat ive assessment is well designed and includes
student as well as teacher use of the assessment
information.
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one another. The teacher demonstrates accurate

The teacher displays extensive knowledge of the
important concepts in th e disciplin e and how these
relate both to one another and to other disciplines. The
relationships among topics and concepts and
understands the link to necessary cognitive st ructures
that ensure student understanding. 'Ihe te acher's plans
and practice reflect familiarity with a wide range of
effective pedagogical approaches in the discipline and
the ability to anticipate student misconceptions.

Domain 2: The Classroom Environment
Component

Unsatisfactory

Basic

Proficient

Distinguished

Patterns of claS5room interactions. both between
teacher and students and .mong students, are generally
appropriate but may reflect. occasional inconsistencies,
negative. inapp ropriate, or msen~ilive to students' ages,
cultural backgrounds, and developmental levels. Student favoritism, ilnd disregard for students' ages, cultures,
intera ction s are characteri ted by sa rcasm, put-down s.
and developmental levels. Students rarely demonstrate
or confl ict. The teacher doc,5 not deal with disrespectful di respect for one another. The teacher attempts to
behavior.
respond to disrespectful behavior. with uneven resuhs.
The net result of the interactions is neutral, co nveying
neither warmth nor conflict.

Teacher-student inte raciions a re friendly and
demon strate general caring and respect. Such
interactions are appropriate to the ages, cultures, and
developmental levels of the stu dents. Interactions
among students are generally polite an d respectful, and
students exhibit respect for the teacher. The t<acher
respond uccessfully to disrespectful behav10r among
students. The net result of the interactions is polite,
respectful, and business-like, though students may be
somewhat cauuous about taking intellectual risks.

Classroom 1nteract1ons bc:twecn tuchcr and students
and among students arc highly re spectful. rdlectmg
genuine warmth, caring, and sensitivity to stud ents as
individuals. Students exhibit respect for the teacher and
cont ribute to high levels of civility among all member.
of lhe class. The net result is an environment where
all students feel valued and are comfortable taking
intellectual risks.

2b: Establishing a C ulture for
Learni ng

The classroom culture is characterized by a lack of
teacher or student commitment to learning, and/or
little or no investment of student energy in the task at
hand. Hard work and th e precise use of language are
not exp«ted or valued. Medium to low exptctations
for student achievement are the norm, with high
expectations for learning reserved for only one or two
stud ents.

The classroom culture is chancterized by Ht.tie
com mitment to learning by the teacher or students. l11c
teacher appears to be only •·going thro ugh the motion s,"
and stude nts indicate th at they are interested in th e
completion of a task rather than the quality of the work.
The teacher co nveys that student success is the result of
natural ability rather than hard work, and refers only In
passing to the precise use of language. High expectation~
for learning are reserved for those students thought to
have a natural aptitude for the subject.

Toe classroom culture is a place: where learning is
valued by all: high expectat io ns for both learning and
hard work are th e norm for most stud ents. Stud ents
understand thei r role as learners and consistently
expend effort to learn. Classroom interactions support
learning, hard work. and the precise use ofla ngu age.

The classroom culture IS a cogmuvcly busy place.
characteri,ed by a shared belief in the importance of
lea rnin g. l11e teache r conveys high iexpectation s for
learning for all studen1S and insists on hard work:
students assume responsibility for high quality by
initiating improvements, making revisions, adding
det.aU , and/or assisting peers in their precise use of
language.

2c: Managing Classro om
Procedures

Much instruction al ti me is lost due to inefficient
classroom routines and procedures. There is little or
no evidence of the teacher's managing instruclional
groups and transitions and/or handling or materials and
supplies elfcclively. There is little evidence that students
know or fo llow established routines, or that volunteers
or paraprofessionals have clearly defin ed tasks ..

Some instructional time is losl due to parti:llly
effective class room routin es and procedures. The
teacher's man agement of instructional groups and
transitions. or handling or materia1s and supplies, or
both, are inconsisten t, leading lo some disruption
of learning. With regular guidance and prnmpting,
students follow established routines and volunteers and
paraprofessionals perform thei r duti es,

There is little loss of instr ucrional time due to effective
classroom routines and procedures. The teacher's
management of instructional groups and transitions.
or handling of materials and suppl ies, or both, are
consistently successful. With minimaJ guidance and
prompting, students follow established classroom
routin es and volunteers and paraprofessio nal s
contribute to the class.

Instructional ti me is maximized dut: to efficient and
seaml ess classro om rout ines and procedures. Students
take initiative in the management of instructional
groups and transitions. and/or the handling of materials
and supplies. Routines are well under.tood and may be
initiated by student~. Vol unteers and paraprofes~ionals
make an inde pendent contribution to the class.

2d: Managing Student Behavio r ·1here appear to be no established standards of conduct,

Standard. of conduct appear lo have been established,
but their implement aeion Is inconsistent. The teacher
tries, with uneven results. to monitor student behavior
and respond to student misbehavior.

Student behavior is generally appropriate. 'il,e teacher
monitors student behaVlOr again st established standards
of conduct. Teacher res ponse to student misbehavior Is
consistent, proportionate, and respectful to students and
is effective.

Student behavior IS entirely appropriate. Students take
an ac tive role in monitoring their own behavio r and/
or th at of other students against standa rds of co nd uct.
Teacher monitoring of student behavior Is subtl e
and preventive. The teacher's rc~ponse to student
misbehavior is sensi tive to individual student needs and
respects students' diKnrty.

2a, Creating an Environment of Patterns of classroom interactions, both between
teacher and students and among students, are mostly
Respect and Rapport

or students challenge them. There is lit~e or no teacher
monitoring of student behavi or, and response to
students' misbehavio r is rep ressive or disrc pectful of
student dignity.

2e: O rgan izin g Physical Space

The classroom environment is un safe, or learning is not
accessible to many. There is poor a1ignm en1 bet ween
the arrangement of furniture and resources, including
computer tech nology, and the lesson activities.

The classroom is safe, and esse ntial learning is accessible The classroom is safe. and students have equal access to
learn ing activities; the teacher ensures that the furniture
to mo5t studtnts. The teacher makes modest use or
physical resources, including computer technology.
arrangement is appropriate to the learning activities and
The teacher attempts to adjust the classroom furniture
uses physical resources, including computer technology,
effectively.
for a lesson or, if necessary, to adjust the lesson to the
furniture, but with limited effectiveness.
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The d assroom environment is safe, and learnin1t is
accessible to all students, Including those with special
needs. The teacher makes effective use of physical
resources, including computer technology. The teacher
enrn rc~ that the phy~ica l arrangem ent is appropriate to
the lea rning activities. Stud ents cont ribute to th.: use
or adaptation of the physical environment to adv•ncc
learninte.

Domain 3: Instruction
Component

Unsatisfactory

3a: Communicating with The instructional purpose of the lesson is
unclear lo students, and the dittcl1ons and
Students
proce-dures are confusi ng. The teacher's
explanatio n of the content contai ns major
errors and does not include any explanation
of slrale~ies students might use. The teacher's
spoken or written language contains errors of
grammar or syntax. The teacher's academic
vocabulary is inappropriate, vague, or used
inco rre ctly, leaving students confused.

Proficient

Distinguished

The instructional purpose o( the lesson os clearly
commuruc.ted to students, Including where ii is situated
within broader learning; directions and procedures arc
explained clearly and may be modeled. The teacher's
expla nation of content is scatfolded1dear, and accurate

The teacher links the instructional purpose o( the lesson to the larger
curri culum: the.- direc lions and proccdurts arc clear and anticipate
possible student misu nderstanding. The teacher's explanation of content
is thorough and dear, developing conceptual unde rstanding through clear

Basic
The teacher's attempt to explain the instrucuonal
purpose bas only limited succcs.c:. and/or dirrctions
and procedures must be clarified after initial student
co nfusion. The teacher's explanation of the content may
contain minor errors; some portions are dear, others
diffi cult lo follow. The teacher's explanation docs nol
invite students lo engage intellectually or to understand

sl ra tegies Ihey might use when working independently.
The teachers spoken language is correct but uses
vocabulary that ts either limited or not fully appropriate

to the student<' ages or backgrounds. The tncher rarely
takes opportunities to explain academic vocabulary.

and connects wi th students' knowledge and experience.
Du ring the explanation o( content, the teacher focuses,
as appropriate, on strategies students can use when

working independently and Invites student Intellectual
engagement. The teachers spoken and written language
is clear and correct and is suitable to students' ages and
interests. Tut teacher's use of academ ic vocabulary is

scaffold ing and conhect ing with st udents' interests. St ud ents cont ribute
to cxlending the content by explaining concepts to their classmates and
suggesti ng strategics that might be used. 'lhe teacher's spoken and written

language is expressive, and the teacher finds oppor1unlties to exlend
students' vocabularies, both within the discipline and for more general
use. Students contribute to the correct use of academic vocabulary.

precise and serves to extend student understanding.

3b: Using Questioning
and Discussion
Techniques

3c: Engaging Student s in
Learning

3d: Using Assessment in
Instruction

1be t~chcr's questions arc of low cognit ive
challenge, with single correct responses, and
are a.;kcd in rapid succession. IJ1teraction
between the teacher and studenlS is
predominantly recitation style, with the
teacher mediating all quest ions and answers;
the teacher accepts all contributions without
asking students to explain thei r reasoning.
Only a few students parlicipate in the
discussion.

The teacher's questions lead studr nts through a single
path of inq uiry, with answers seemingly deter mmed in
advance. Alternatively, the t~achcr attempts to ask some

questions designed to engage students in thinking, but
discussion among students, providing adequate tune for
only a few studenls are invoh•ed . The teacher attempts to students to respond and stepping aside when doing so
engage all students in the discussion, to encourage them is appropriate. The teacher challenges students to justify
to respond to one another, and to explain thei r thinking, their 1hinking and successfully engages most students in
with uneven results.

The teacher uses a vari ely or series of q ues tio ns or prompts lo challenge
students cognitively, advance high-level thinking and discourse,
and promote metacognition. Student,c. formulate many que~tions.

initiate topics. challenge one another's thinking. and make unsolicited
contributions. Students themselves ensure that all voices are heard 1n the
discussion.

the discussion, employing a range of strategies to ensure

that most students are heard.

The learning task.< and activ,ties are partially aligned
with the instructional outcomes but require only
minimal thinking by students and little opportunity for
instructional outcomes, or require only rote
responsts, with only on• approach possible.
them to explain 1heir thinking, allowing most s1udents
to be passive or merely compli•nt. The groupings of
The groupings of student are unsuitable to
the activities. The lesson has no clearly defi ned students are modera1ely suitable to the activities. The
structure, or the pace of the lesson is too slow lesson has a recognizable structure: however, the pacing
of the lesson may not provide tudenls the lime needed
or rushed.
to be intellectually engaged or may be so slow that many
students have a considerable amount of"down time~
The learning task.~/ activities, material!i

and, resources are poorly aligned with the

Students do not appear to be aware of the

Students appear to be only partially aware of the

assessment criteria, and there is little or no
monitoring of student learning; feedback is

assessment criteria, and the le.1cher mon itors student
learning for lhe d::,,ss as a who le. Questions and
assessments arc rarely used to diagnose evidence of

absent or of poor quality. Students do not
engage in ~elf- or peer assessment,.

While the teacher may use some low-level questions. he
poses questions designed to promote student thinking
and understandi ng. The teacher creates a genuine

learning. Feedback to students is ge neral. and few
students assess lhcir own work..

The learning la!iks and activities are fully aligned
with the instructional outcomes and are designed

to challenge student thinking, inviting students to
make- thc-ir thinking visible, This technique results in

active intellectual engagement by most students with
important and challenging content and with teacher
sc3ffolding to suppo rt that ongagemcnt. 1hc groupings
of students arc suitable to the activities. The lesson has a
clearly defined structure, and the pacing of the lesson 15
appropriate, providing most students the time needed to
be intellectually engaged.
St udents appear to be aware of the assess ment criteria.
.tind the teacher monitors student learning for groups
of students. Questions and ::,,sscssmcnts arc regularly

Virtually all studenL<are inlellcctually engaged in challenging contenl
through well. designed learning tasks and activities that rcqu irt.'. complex
thinking by studc-nts. The teacher provides sujta.ble scaffoldin g and
challenges students to explain their thinking. The re ls evidence of
so me student initiation of inquiry and st udent contributions Lo the
exploration of important content; students may serve :as resources for

one another. The lesson h•s a clearly defined struclure, and the pacing
of the lesson provides students the time needed not on ly to intellectually
engage with an d reflect upon their Jearmng but also to consolidate their

understanding.
Assessment is fully inttgrated into instruction, through extensive ust of
formative assessment. Students apptar to be aware of, and there is some
evidence that they have contributed to, the assessment crite ria. Questions

used 10 diagnose evidence of learning. Teacher feedback and assessments are used rcgularJy to diagnose evidence of learn ing by
individual students. A variety of forms of feedback, from both teacher and
to groups of students is accurate and specific: •omc
students engage in self-assessment

peers. is accurate and sp<'dfic and advances learn ing. Stud en ts self-asses,..

and monitor their own progress. The teacher successfully diffcrcnUatcs
instruction to address individual studen1 s' misunderstandin~s.

3c: Demonstrating

Flexibility and
Responsiveness

The teach er ignores stu de nts' questiuns; when

students have difficulty learning, the teacher
blames them o r their home environment

for their lack ofsuccess. The teacher makes
no attempt to adjust the lesson even when

students don't understand lhe content.

Th< teacher accepts responsibility for the success of all
The leachcr successfully accommodates students'
students but has only a limited repertoi re of strategies to questions and interests. Drawing on a bro:ld repertoi re
use. Adjustment of the lesson in response to assessment of strategies, the teacher pemsls in seeking approaches
is minimal or ineffective.
fo r students who have difficulty learning. If impromptu
measures arc nC"cded, the ttat h('r makes a minor

adjustment to the lesson and docs so smoothly.
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The teacher seizes an opportunity to enhance learning, building on a
spontaneous eve nt or students' interests, or successfull y adjusts and

differentiates instruction to address individual student misunderstandings.
Using an extensive repertoire of instructional strategies and soliciti ng
additional resources from the school or communit y, lht' t,:-achcr pe rsists in

seeking effective approaches for students who need help.

Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities
Component
4a: ReRecting on
Teaching

Unsatisfactory
The teacher does nol know whether a lesson was
effective or achieved its instructional outcomes. or the
teacher profoundly misjudges the success of a lesson .
The teacher has no suggestion s for how• lesson could
be improved.

Basic
The ltachc r has a gene rally accurate impression
of a lesson's effectiveness and the extent to wluch

instructional outcomes were met. The teacher makes
general suggestions about how a le son could be
improved.

Proficient
The teacher makes an accurate assessment of a lesson's
effectiveness and the extent to which it achieved its
In truct1onal outcomes and can cite general references
lo support the Judgment. The teacher makes a few
specific suggestions of what could be tr ied another tim e
the lesson is taught.

Distinguished
The teacher makes a thoughtful and accurate assessment of
a le!-son's effcct1vcncss and the extent to which 1t achicvcd at s
instructional outcomes. citing many specific examples from
the lesson and weighing the relative strengths of each . Drawing
on an extensive repertoire of . kills, the teacher offers specific
alternative actions, complete with the probable succ,ss of

different courses of action.
The teacher's system for maintaining information on
The teacher's system for maintaining information on
4b: Maintaining Accurate The teacher's system for maintaining Information on
student completion of assignmentS and student progress student completion of assignments and student progress student completion of assignmentS, student progress in
Records
in lcaining is nonexistent or in disarray. The tcacher·s

records for noninstructional activities are in disarray,
the re sult being errors and confusion.

4c: Communicating with
Families

The teacher provides little information about the

4d: Participating in
the Professional
Community

The tcacher•s relationships with colleagues are negative
or sdf-serving. The teacher avoids participation in a
professional culture of inquiry, resi~tins opportunities to
become involved. The l<"achcr avoids becoming involved
in school events or school and district projects.

instructional program to families: the teacher's
communication about students' progre~s is minimal.
The teacher does not respond, or responds inse nsitively,
to parental conctrns.

4c: Growing and
Developing
Professionally

The teacher engages in no professional development
activities to enhane< knowledge or skill, The teacher
resists feedback on teaching p<rformance from either

4f Showing
Professionalism

TI1e teacher displays dishonesty in interactions with
colleagues, stude nts, and the public. The teacher
is not alert to students' needs and contributes 10

in learning is rudim entary and only partially effective.
The teacher's records for nomnstructional aclivitit-s
are adequate but inefficient and, unless given frequent
oversight by the tea cher, prone to errors.

learning, and nonmstrucuonal records is fuUy effective.

The teacher makes sporadic attempts to communicate
with families about the instructional program and
about the progress of individual students but does not
attempt to engage families in the in tructional program.
Mortovcr, the communication 1hat does ta.kt place may
not be culturally sensi tive to those families.

The teacher provides frequent and appropri•le

The teacher maintains cordial relationships with

The teacher's relationships with colleagues arc
characterized by mutual suprort and cooperation; the
teacher actively participates in a culture of professional

colleagues to fulfill dutios that the school or district

requires. The teacher participates in the school's culture
of professional inquir y when invited to do so. The
uacher participates in school events and school and
district projects when specifically asked.

The teacher participa tes to a limited extent in

profc55ional activities when thty art convenient. The
teacher engages m a hm11ed way with colleagues and
supervisors or more experienced colleagues. The teacher supervisors in professional conversation about practice,
indudlng some feedback on teaching performance. The
makes no effort to share knowledge with others or to
teacher finds limited ways to assi$t other teachers and
assume professional responsibilities.
contribute to the profession~

school practices that result in some students' being
ill served by the school. The teache r makes decisions
and recomme ndations that are based on self~scrving
interests. The teacher does not comply with school and
district regulations.

The teacher is honest in intcraclions with colltagucs,
students, and the public. The teacher's attempts lo serve
students are inconsistent, and unknowingly contributes
to some students being ill served by the school. Th e
teacher's decisions and recommendations arc based on
limited though genuinely professional considerntions.
The teacher must be reminded by supervisors about
complying with school and district regulations.

The teacher's system for maintaining information on student
completion of assignments. student progress in learning, and
noninstructional records IS fuUy effective. Students contnbutc

rnformat ion and participate in maintaining the records.

information to families about the instrucUonal
program and conveys information about individual
student progres in a culturaUy se nsitive manner. The
teacher makes some attempts to engage families in the
in tructional program.

inquiry. The teacher volunteers to participate in school
events and in school and district projects, mjking a
substantial contribution.

The teacher ,eeks out opportunities for professio nal
d<-velopment to enhance conleot knowledge and
pedagogical skill. The teach er actively engages with

colleagues and supervisors in professional conversation
about practice, induding feedback about practice. The
teacher participates actively in assisting other educators
and looks for ways to contribute to the profession.

The teacher commumcates frequently with families in a
culturally sens1t1ve manne r, with students contributing 10 the
communication. The teacher responds to family concern ~ with
professional and cultural sensitivity. The teacher's efforts to
engage families in the instructional progra m are frequent and
successful.

The teacher's relationships with colleagues are charac terized
by mutual support and cooperation. with th• teacher taking
initiative in assuming leadership among the faculty. TI1 c teacher
takes a leadership role in promoting a culture of professional

inquiry. The teacher volunteers to participate in school eve nts
and district projects, making a substantial cont ribution and
assuming a leadership role m at least one aspect of school or
distri ct life.
·n,e teacher seeks out oprortunities for professional

development and make$ a systematic effort l<> conduct action
research. The teacher solicits feedback on pract1cc from both
supervisors and colleagues. The teacher ini tiates important
activities to con tribute to the profession.

111c teacher displays high standards of honesty, integrity, TI1t teacher can be C()Unted on to hold the highest standards
of honesty, integrity, and confidentiality and takes a leadershi p
and confidenUality in interactions with colleagues,
students, and the public. The teacher is active in se rving role with colleagues. The teache r is highly proactive in se rving

students, working to ensure that all students receive a
fair opportunity to succeed. The teacher maintains an
open mind in team or department.ii decision making.
The teacher complies fully with school and district
regulations.
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students, seeking out resources when needtd. The teacher
makes a concerted effort to challenge negative attitudes
or practices to ensure that all students, particularly those
lraditionally underserved. are honored in the school. "Jhe
teacher takes a leadership role in team or departmental decision
making and helps ensure that such decisions are based on thC'
highest professional standard,. The teacher co mplies fully w11h
school and district regulations, taking a leadership role with
colleagues.

